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FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS
Of all the biologically-inspired
robots that could be discussed,
this presentation will focus on
very small air vehicles…

with emphasis on:

• design philosphy,
• technical challenges, and
• several enabling techologies.



Meet EPSON’s “EMRoS”

• Programmable (64 commands)

• Optical Communication

• Ultracapacitor Powered

• Ultrasonic Motor Driven

(click here)

Copyright 2005, R.C. Michelson

…not an air vehicle, but
    a progenitor of one.



EMRoS Components



FIRST:  The Small, but not
biologically inspired…



Seiko Epson Corporation
Micro Flying Robot

General Specs
1. Power:  3.5 V
2. Power consumption:  3 W 
3. Levitation power:  About 13 g/f
4. Dimensions Diameter:  About 130 mm, Height: About 70 mm 
5. Weight Total weight:  About 8.9 g 
    Wireless module/control units: About 2.5 g
    Sensors: About 0.9 g      Mechanism: About 5.1 g 
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SECOND:  The Small,
biologically inspired,

but really weird…



Some Strange Things
from Dave Cylinder of NRL

SAMARA

DELPHINOPTERPECTENOPTER



THIRD:  The Small,
biologically inspired,

and quite conventional…



DeLaurier Engine-powered Ornithopter (1991)

DaVinci Flapping Machine (ca 1490)



•  9 inch wing span
•  2 gram electric motor
•  Lithium battery
   (ultracapacitors have been used with less success)
•  11.5 grams total flying weight
•  3 channel R/C control with muscle wire actuators
•  Demonstrated 6 minutes, 17 seconds endurance

•  9 inch wing span
•  2 gram electric motor
•  Lithium battery
   (ultracapacitors have been used with less success)
• 11.5 grams total flying weight
•  3 channel R/C control with muscle wire actuators
•  Demonstrated 6 minutes, 17 seconds endurance
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11.5 gram Electric Flapping Wing Model



Several Divergent Directions…

Lets back up and talk about
Design Philosophy for very small

flying things.



1. Biomimetics is a good starting point.

2. Strict adherence to biomimetic “guidance” can result in non-optimal
performance solutions or unmanufacturable systems.

3. Thinking outside the box is always desirable, but sometimes optimal
solutions fall within “the box”.

4. Biomimetic point solutions may not be practical apart from the
“system”.
(They typically work in concert with each other synergistically).

5. Simply being able to beat wings isn’t enough— one must be able to
develop the power necessary to fly.

6. Biomimetic flapping is structurally complex, leading to difficulties in
flight control, manufacturing, and weight.

7. Means to control stability and to navigate are non trivial.

8. Poor integration of all flight systems leads to unmanageable weight.

9. Designs which do not capitalize on resonance waste energy.

10. The average power density for present battery technology is marginal
for small scale flapping wing flight.

Michelson’s Aphoristic Decalogue of Flight Biomimetics
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Pneumatic Cylinder-Driven Roach

Kinematically correct crawling motions…

BUT
almost unrecognizable as a roach because
of inability to replicate muscle actuators
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A “Point Solution”:
Kinematically Correct Flapping Wings

Energy Source:  Solar Cells
•   low voltage, low current;
•   today’s state of the art = 28% conversion efficiency
•   full sun light required for maximum output

Wing Actuators:  Piezoelectric Elements
•   high voltage, low current;
•   very limited motion leads to poor mechanical advantage
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DaVinci’s Biologically Inspired
Flapping Machine (ca 1490)

Power Limited
(human muscle powered)



Biomimetic Actuators

Polymer Hydrogels (chemical)

Piezoelectric (electrical)Nitinol Wire (electrical)

“Air Muscles” (pneumatic)

Electroactive
Polymers
(electrical)

Polymer Hydrogels (chemical)

Piezoelectric (electrical)Nitinol Wire (electrical)

“Air Muscles” (pneumatic)

Electroactive
Polymers
(electrical)

Ionic Polymeric–Metal Composites (IPMC)
    (electrophoresis)
Ionic Polymeric–Metal Composites (IPMC)
    (electrophoresis)

Rheological Fluids (electrical)Rheological Fluids (electrical)



Vanderbilt Piezoelectric Flapping Machine

Piezoelectric Actuators :
± Operate at low currents but high voltage
– Produce only small deflections
– Stack to increase motion with additive weight & voltage
+ Benefit from resonant operation
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  DeLaurier Flapping Wing Models
…a Synthesis of Birds and Airplanes

Thrust and lift from
flapping wings

Control from
rudders and
elevators

DeLaurier Engine-powered Model Ornithopter (1991)

DeLaurier Engine-powered Manned Ornithopter (flight pending)
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AeroVironment WASP
Although 217% larger than the original 15cm MAV specification, the
WASP flew one hour 47 minutes (8/02) using a multifunctional
structural battery material that supplies both electrical energy for
propulsion while carrying mechanical and aerodynamic wing loads.
Currently there is no payload or avionics.

Wingspan 33 cm (13 in)
Combined wing structure/battery weight = 120 grams (4.23 oz)
The total gross weight of the vehicle = 170 grams (six ounces)
Battery chemistry:  Lithium-ion secondary cell
Energy density of the battery structure: 143 W/kg
Average output power during flight = 9W+
Control:  R/C with throttle, rudder, and elevator

Wingspan 33 cm (13 in)
Combined wing structure/battery weight = 120 grams (4.23 oz)
The total gross weight of the vehicle = 170 grams (six ounces)
Battery chemistry:  Lithium-ion secondary cell
Energy density of the battery structure: 143 W/kg
Average output power during flight = 9W+
Control:  R/C with throttle, rudder, and elevator

Funded by DARPA’s
Synthetic Multi-functional
Materials program.

Funded by DARPA’s
Synthetic Multi-functional
Materials program.
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Some energy expended to accelerate a wing is wasted
to overcome momentum in order to stop the wing
before it accelerates in the opposite direction.

Insects recover some of this energy by storing it in
their exoskeletons (resilin) and using it to reaccelerate
the wing in the opposite direction.

p = mv and Resonance

Even with sufficient power to flap 
a wing at the velocity necessary to 
achieve a certain amount of lift,
wing mass limits the velocity of the
maximum flapping frequency due
to strength of materials issues.
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Batteries are just as heavy at the end of the mission
as they were at the beginning.

Unfortunately the efficiency of current solar cells
(roughly 5% for common cells, ranging up to 28%
for some of the best triple-junction gallium arsenide
space-qualified cells) is insufficient for sustained
flight

Chemical fuel sources are consumed and the
vehicle becomes lighter and easier to fly (energy
storage can consume as much as 50% of the total
air vehicle mass)

Energy density for chemical and fossil fuel exceeds
that of batteries (“you can get more energy out of a
drop of gasoline than a battery the size of a drop of
gasoline”).

Energy Density
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Mass Specific Power Trends

Source:  U.S. DoD Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Roadmap 2000 - 2025



(Update: 14 min, 24 sec
@ 106 grams)

AeroVironment
Fuel Cell based “Hornet”



(Update: 14 min, 24 sec
@ 106 grams)

Biologically-Inspired
Example:

The Entomopter

entomo as in entomology + pteron meaning wing

or

“winged insect machine”
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Succession of Inspirations

Beginning with the inspiration
of insect flight and going
beyond.
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Third Generation RCM



4   Generation RCMth

Vibrationless Bi-directional longitudinal actuation
Stroke 0.266 inch
Maximum Operating Gas Temperature 1364 ºF
Frequency Response (strokes/second) 15  -  68 Hz
Static Stroke Force 17.8 oz
Duty Cycle 100%

Funded under the Air Force Revolutionary Technology Program

4th generation size4th generation size

Flyable
Terrestrial Size
is 2.5 smaller



Entomopter biomimetic wing shape
inspired by:  Manduca sexta
(the “Tobacco Hornworm”, or “Hawkmoth”)



Nature”Nature”“Beyond“Beyond



The Entomopter flaps
wings like all
creatures which fly,
but with a new
“twist”…



Vampire Bat (Desmodus rotundus)





InnovativeInnovative Obstacle Avoidance
and Altimetry
Obstacle Avoidance
and Altimetry

The Entomopter
uses echolocation

like a Bat

The Entomopter
uses echolocation

like a Bat



Vortex Formation during the Wing Beat

© 2003 R.C. Michelson
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will not be paced by our ability to decipher
biological paradigms –

rather, they will be paced by our ability to
replicate biological systems in technological
terms and processes with which we are
familiar…

(we are not going to create life)

Biologically-Inspired Air Vehicles

©2005  R. C. Michelson



UAVs in the AD 2015 - 2025 time frame will 
be able to exhibit astounding behavior:

  •  UAVs will not be “unmanned aircraft” 
      they will be “aerial robots”

  •  Many UAVs will be fully autonomous 
      thinking machines with a limited “will” 
      and the ability to generate mission plans
 
  •  UAVs will become a fusion of payload 
      and air vehicle, forming a tightly 
      integrated organism

UAV Performance in the Future

©2005  R. C. Michelson



MORE Sources where you can Learn about
Aerial Robotics

21st Century Aerial Robotics Short Course
(3-day short course offered around the world at various locations annually–
Contact Robert Michelson <millennialvision@earthlink.net> for details)

check out:
SRA’s UAV Forum
http://www.uavforum.com/

UAV Center
http://www.uavcenter.com/index_e.asp

Aviation Links:  UAV sites
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/hjcurtis/uavs.html

International Aerial Robotics Competition
http://avdil.gtri.gatech.edu/AUVSI/IARCLaunchPoint.html

Entomopter Project
http://avdil.gtri.gatech.edu/RCM/RCM/Entomopter/EntomopterProject.html



Biologically-Inspired Systems
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